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Abstract – Cloud Computing (CC) promises to offer
seamless provisioning of on-demand services and data
through the network. These services are made discoverable
to the user in the form of simple abstractions via virtualized
resources. These services offer unprecedented dynamic,
primarily hardware dependent, scalability. Although CC
promises to make life much easier for the user, it comes with
significant security issues. Because on-demand service
provisioning for applications and data will be used by
hundreds of thousands (if not millions) of users
simultaneously, a successful intrusion would not only expose
sensitive data, but it could also completely cut users off from
both applications and/or data. This paper examines the
underlying security risks inherent to the CC paradigm,
compares approaches to mitigate known security risks, and
offers a solution that leverages intelligent multi-agent systems
and network data ontologies to provide automated defense
for both known and unknown malware security risks. We
describe a mechanism whereby a dynamic ontology can be
self-enriched over time to provide for some protection against
unknown security risks.

Keywords: Cloud Computing, intelligent multi-agent
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud Computing (CC) has been described a number of
ways: network virtualization, the re-birth of application
service providers (ASP), or a lot of hype for a rebirth of
the services that mainframe computers have already been
providing for many years. For the purposes of this paper,
we will use CC as described in the recently released Draft
Special Publication 800-146, “DRAFT Cloud Computing
Synopsis and Recommendations”[1].
"Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient,
on-demand network access to a shared pool of
configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers,
storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly
provisioned and released with minimal management effort
or service provider interaction. This cloud model
promotes availability and is composed of five essential
characteristics, three service models, and four deployment
models.” The elements of a cloud are shown Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Elements of a Cloud [2].

Although there is no set definition for CC, what is
certain, is that this paradigm has caught the attention of
many key players in information technology (IT)
infrastructure and support, to include all the Branches of
Service in the US DOD, National Institutes of Standards
(NIST) [1], Defense Information System Agency (DISA)
[3], as well as leading IT providers like IBM [4], HP [5],
Microsoft [6], Oracle [7], and Google [8]. Despite all of
this attention, it is not clear if Cloud will be able to
withstand the attack from malware without a significant
change to current infrastructure. This paper briefly
describes various configurations that are considered to be
part of the CC environment in Section 2. It identifies
several key security risks that this paradigm introduces
due to its open nature in Section 3. Section 4 reviews
related work and in section 5 we offer a general solution to
help mitigate some of the risks using intelligent agents,
ontologies and Computational Intelligence (agent-based
systems using ontologies and course of action reasoning).
Our solution provides for an internal (to the cloud) semiautonomous defensive security mechanism that leverages
intelligent multi-agent systems and network data
ontologies to provide automated defense for both known
and some unknown malware security risks. Section 5
describes the overall self-defensive monitoring scheme to
include a mechanism whereby a dynamic ontology can be
self-enriched over time to provide for some protection
against these security risks. Discussion and conclusions
are drawn in Section 6.
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II. THE CLOUD
CC can trace its roots back to the mainframe, clientserver model where almost all of the actual computing was
done at a central data aggregation point using expensive
central processing, memory, and data storage that was
shared by all users. Figure 2 shows a general cloud and
subscriber view.

Fig. 2. General Cloud and subscriber view [1].

Over time, the cost of central processors, memory and
storage significantly decreased, encouraging the use of
dedicated personal computers at each work station, and
only shared data on servers. Centralized approaches made
the business case for highly distributed local node
processing a logical investment decision. Within the past
five years a near insatiable appetite for consumer access to
streaming content has caused data service (bandwidth)
providers to rapidly expand their enterprises and in the
process have provided the key component that allows for a
cloud construct to exist. Recent trends in advanced
computing models bring enterprise processing power to
the user in the form of services. These services are much
more than just a Service Oriented Architecture [9] (which
is really an attitude and not an architecture). Some of the
components include the Cloud itself (a distributed
collection of computing resources), Cloud Services
(applications, systems software and hardware), Cloud
Technology (dynamically scalable, virtualized resources),
and the Cloud Ecosystem (users, developers, managers,
datacenters, service providers, integrators, aggregators,
infrastructure vendors and content providers) [10].
The Cloud is not comprised of a single technology,
system or architecture - it is based on a number of
technologies, hardware and software configurations, and is
realized in the form of various services and deployment
models [11]. The recently released NIST Special
Publications 800-145 [12] describes CC as “a model for
enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a
shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g.,
networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that
can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal
management effort or service provider interaction. The
NIST cloud model promotes availability and is composed
of five essential characteristics, three service models, and

146 [1] further explains what some of the known about
using the cloud as a tool and gives some indication of the
limitations and applicability of cloud technologies.
Variations in size and complexity of each instantiation of a
cloud are determined based on these attributes, as
determined by the customers’ needs. The trade space that
will determine the final configuration is primarily based
on the customer’s operational and security requirements,
as well as economic factors.
Based on this information, and quite a bit of hind sight
on the party of vendors, many organizations are coming
forward, claiming that (even though they did not know it
at the time) they have been running in a cloud
environment for up to a decade. These include IBM [4]
and Hotmail (Microsoft) [6]. One could argue that in hind
sight they are simply binning technologies that they
developed to fit them in with the new CC paradigm.
The cloud is here to stay. To drive this point home, the
United States Defense Information Systems Agency has
released its 2011-2012 campaign plan [13] and will focus
on the maturation and migration to a cloud service models
in an effort to provide both garrisoned users and those at
the “edge” with access to decision quality information
anywhere, anytime. The campaign plan will include
technology enhancements such as improvements in
information assurance capabilities, application monitoring,
automated provisioning and automated infrastructure
orchestration [14].
Clearly, one size does not fit all and the solution that is
chosen needs to take into consideration the reliability and
stability of the available (current and future) bandwidth.
To a certain degree, CC has a significant dependence upon
bandwidth which is the backbone of the Cloud concept.
What the internal and external bus’s are to the typical
motherboard, the network is to CC. Just as sound cannot
travel in a vacuum, a Cloud cannot exist without ondemand high bandwidth. Detailing the benefits of any one
Cloud instantiation over another is beyond the scope of
this paper; however, suffice it to say the one security size
does not fit all. As such, the concepts developed in this
paper are not necessarily applicable to all cloud security
approaches, but are presented in a fashion that the
researcher might take what they need and modify it to suit
their needs.
III. SECURITY IN THE CLOUD
Because of the large number of ways in which CC
technologies can be implemented (different architectures,
service and deployment models) and inter-operate with
disparate technologies and software designs, security is
especially challenging. The challenge is especially true
for public clouds where the infrastructure, hardware and
software are owned and operated by a third party selling
these services to multiple subscribers. It is ultimately the
responsibility of the data owner/service subscriber to
ensure that the appropriate integrated, reliable, and
repeatable security measures have been put in place to

provide adequate protection for their data. Depending on
the level of service agreement, subscribers may shift
significant responsibility into the hands of the Cloud
providers to ensure, not only uninterrupted access to data
and services – but to also provide an agreed to level of
security as part of the quality of service. Part of this
security is tied to where the data is located.
In several configurations, the data may exist in many
locations – and never be one single complete data set at
any one of those locations (or country). Not only
company policy but also legal concerns related to data
segregation need to be examined.
In some cases
encryption can be used to help provide the necessary
protection, however, this could affect availability.
Managing user access and data privileges can be very
difficult because the subscriber does not have an ability to
screen the service providers’ administrators. User access
(e.g. authentication and authorization) is usually an
internal activity that in-house security administrators
control and there must be an adequate amount of trust and
openness between the parties. In the case that data is used
inappropriately/illegally there must be an audit mechanism
in place to allow accurate forensic reconstruction of
nefarious activities. Unfortunately all of the tools do not
yet exist, and time may prove it an impossible task to
identify and track all breaches. Disaster recovery efforts
will see significant gains using Cloud technologies,
however, how and where the data is backed up needs to be
analyzed in detail to ensure risks are properly addressed.
The short term advantages of CC may not be viable in the
long term.
For the most part, current security solutions for CC are
based on using the same solutions that have existed for a
number of years. One virtual machine appliance (Catbird
TM
vSecurity )for the VMware hypervisor has been
advertised as a zero-cost security appliance solution –
however hypervisors have significant security issues as
shown in [15] and [16]. Looking deeper into the security
aspects of CC, we must look at some of the internal
security issues and how we can increase the subscribers’
confidence in the service providers’ ability to protect both
data and applications. NIST SP 800-39 [17] describes the
need for a risk management framework to promote the
concept of near-real-time risk management through the
implementation of a continuous monitoring process –
however that process has not yet been defined. Risk
management must not only provide for continuous
situational awareness [18] and control of the organizations
system’s security, but also for continuous knowledge of
threats and vulnerabilities [19]. This level of additional
tracking and management will not be inexpensive and will
require new methods for risk mitigation.
Previous research that built frameworks for tracking and
managing security related data [20]-[24] do not go deep
enough. We need to research and develop new methods,
not only to track cyber security related data [25] and
various metrics of cyber security [26], but also to analyze

cyber threats, coupled with course of action reasoning will
allow for near real time threat detection and automated
mitigation [27]-[30]. Some research in cyber situation
awareness (CSA) has shown positive results for
identifying certain types of malware [31, 32]; however,
additional research is necessary to expand CSA to other
instruction sets and to incorporate additional automated
reasoning on data streams.
Simply inspecting packet dumps and host data files is
not enough. Current network-based intrusion detection
systems, host-based intrusion detection systems, and
intrusion prevention systems (IPSs) based on signaturebased or anomaly-based will not be enough in the cloud
environment, and without automated self monitoring
capabilities that can also generate and execute defensive
courses of action, CC will be vulnerable to massive
failures.
With the advent of malware such as the stuxnet, we have
seen a small picture of things to come. Initial analysis
indicates that this threat was able to exploit four 0-day
vulnerabilities, compromise two digital certificates and
inject code into supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA) systems without the operator or IDS detecting it
[33]. In a cloud construct, the subscriber is completely
helpless when trying to trace data inconsistencies that
result from such an attack, and would be at the mercy of
the service provider to solve the problem. If the data trace
inconsistency problem went unnoticed for several weeks
or months the damage could be irreparable.
IV. RELATED WORK
A. Intelligent Agents
Over the last decade a number of researchers describe
the use of intelligent agents [34]-[37] that in theory could
effectively and automatically provide some basic levels of
computer and network defense that could be applied to
CC. The intelligent agents offer various solutions using
agents to control access and authentication, distributed
trust management, audit and intrusion detection, attack
vector pursuit, and diagnostic and system restoration.
Most agent-based applications/systems have three
common properties – distributed data knowledge and
management mechanisms; a community of autonomous
cooperative components (cognitive); and inheritable
components as described in [35]. Agent technologies have
given us tools for a number of advanced system
configurations and management protocols. Modeling and
Simulation has also benefited significantly from the use of
multi-agent systems. Agent-oriented modeling and
simulation for various aspects of computer network
defense have been introduced [36]; however, the utility of
agents does not end with modeling and simulation. These
same technologies can also be applied to runtime systems.
Because agents most often exist as a service or daemon
even when they are not actively executing, they remain in
memory and take up precious resources. To be effective,

these agents must be relatively compact and provide for
low level elementary actions. Higher level actions can be
created using them in a self-configuring fashion [38]
require significant memory. Examples where some of the
earlier proposed agents have been replaced by policy and
technologies include public key infrastructure (PKI) and
secure sockets layer (SSL). In theory this makes sense,
however, some of the more advanced agents that need to
be developed could provide scalable services that are tailor
made and created on demand.
An Agent-based Adaptive Dynamic Semantic Web
Service Selection (AADSS) framework was proposed in
[39]. Based on real-time conditions, this AADSS service
can dynamically select the “right” service, and adaptively
change the bound services as the needs of the subscriber
change. A consumer-agent is used to maintain a list of
candidate services and allows for the reassignment of
assets as necessary.
In [40], a gateway is proposed that would allow agents
to interact with services. The gateway would perform a
mediation function between web service requests from
(virtual) organizations of agents to enable gateway
managed web service access.
Despite limited applicability of services similar to those
mentioned above, without some additional cognitive
capabilities many of these agents could take several
months to develop – and a system effectively employing
them could take years. In their original venue many of
them would not only be coupled with the central
processing unit instruction set, but also with the operating
system itself.
Because both of these can change
frequently, this effectively limits the period that they
would be effective. What is needed is a more general
framework that provides for the realization of these
actions at a high level, but allows for a dynamic
environment that can reach down below the service level
using an inferred ontology to effect the automated creation
of a desired course of action.
B. Ontologies
An ontology can be defined in many ways. In Artificial
Intelligence (AI), and in computer science in general, an
ontology refers to an engineering artifact, made up of a
specific vocabulary used to describe a certain reality. The
ontology definition also includes a set of explicit
assumptions regarding agreement on the intended meaning
of the vocabulary words. A number of ontologies have
been developed for use in Information Systems [41]-[43],
[25]; however they were primarily concerned with
characterizing and tracking data associated with the
systems’ assets and not the content of the data and
streaming information. Work in the cyber forensics
domain such as the The Cybersecurity Information
Exchange (CYBEX ) format [44]-[46], [42] has generated
ontologies that are very useful and could in part contribute
to a security solution for CC. Initial research in this area

concentrated on individual devices and components that
were related and interacted with one another.
Promising research in unsupervised ontology induction
from text [47] has shown that semantic content can be
extracted from unstructured using a method that induces
and populates a probabilistic ontology using dependencyparsed text as input. The unsupervised ontology induction
approach was found to be effective in extracting a medical
knowledge base and could easily be extended for use in
the cyber domain.
Another area of research the can help in the area is the
hard-soft fusion (HSF) [48]-[51] that allows for
heterogeneous data to be aligned semantically, in order to
provide a pragmatic course of action. HSF can be
extremely helpful when data has been generated by a
number of disparate sources and a cross alignment of
“like” data is needed to help prepare data to be ingested by
a reasoning engine.
C. Computational Intelligence
Computational Intelligence (CI) is a relatively new term,
although there are numerous conflicting definitions. For
the purposes of this paper, we will describe it as advanced
low level artificial intelligence that uses computational
adaptation to mimic human logic and reasoning. CI
attempts to model brain mechanisms and then applies
these models to developing cognitive algorithms in an
attempt to bring computer system performance closer to
the brain-mind [52]. CI can be realized in a number of
different ways. In this paper we suggest a paradigm that
uses intelligent agents not only to collect data about
system resources, and processor/memory states, but also to
deliver and execute byte code modifications to mal-data
that has been found to be present in a stream or depending
upon the nature of the data, might also halt or kill a
process (or data stream) depending upon the severity of
the potential mal-activity.
CI core methods such as artificial neural networks,
fuzzy systems, evolutionary computation, artificial
immune systems, swarm intelligence, and soft computing
are described in [53]. The authors analyze a significant
number of research works and provide useful insights into
how CI might be used in an intrusion detection system.
Many of these CI technologies could easily be adapted to
be used as mechanisms that can deal with the numerous
security challenges that CC creates.
V. SOLUTION DESCRIPTION
For many years Computer network defense has been
dependent upon automated signature-based intrusion
detection capabilities as the primary defense mechanism.
Unless a new paradigm for secure computing is designed,
we will not be able to secure many of the CC constructs
and realize the full potential that CC offers. The bottle
neck in current systems is the fact that the speed with
which these signatures are developed and implemented

determines whether or not a particular piece of malware
will be successful in its mission. By not publishing the
existence of new malware and immediately bringing
multiple technologies to bear on creating solutions, new
malware we will put significant amounts of data and
application integrity at risk. We paper propose a selfmonitoring defensive mechanism for CC which integrates
intelligent agents, computational intelligence, and
ontologies.
As depicted in Figure 3, distributed intelligent agents
collect data within the cloud by monitoring devices, data
streams (to include inter communication between devices
and network processors) and code execution. In some
cases this information is handled by brokering agents that
can resolve some issues locally, and in other cases
correlation or reasoning engines must be utilized to
determine the appropriate course of action.

Fig. 3. Concept of Autonomous Cloud Security.

Brokering is similar to the way that we keep our balance
when walking down a hallway while engaged in a
conversation with a friend. For the most part, we don’t
think about maintaining our balance, it just happens.
While we are walking we are usually thinking about
something completely different. In a similar fashion,
many (if not most) of the actions that would take place in
our system would not require advanced analytics or fusion
engines, but would require situational analysis metrics for
brokering arbitration [54]. These brokering engines can be
realized in the form of ontology-based fusion engines that
continually change the behavior by regenerating the low
level ontologies that describe the system, based on agent
input and game-theoretic threat assessment. By also using
an ontology to describe malware, we can then compare the
two ontologies [55] and if there is a close enough match,
we declare the presence of that malware and based on our
policies (course of action) take steps to eliminate the
threat. Elimination may be simply launching agents to
terminate the code execution, freezing a process, alerting
the system administrator, or something more involved
such as initiating a significant system cleansing or system
fail over operation.

For our purposes these ontologies are not huge
monolithic structures that describe the entire cloud world
within a single ontology. They are small entities, each
with a very specific purpose for existing. We can think of
them like organs in the body – built for a specific purpose
(i.e. lungs to breath air, heart to pump blood, etc.). Within
the system these ontologies can be operated on
individually or brought together by mid-level and upperlevel ontologies to create different instantiations of more
advanced views. In some cases these ontologies will be
used and thrown away, in other cases they will need to be
persisted for advance long term analysis.
The concept of automated ontology generation (AOG)
is not new. We propose that a new method be developed
that can enrich each generation of an ontology during its
creation by using related, known data to seed the process.
Current methods of generating ontologies in an
unsupervised fashion do not take into account the
significant amount of supporting information that already
exists. In [56] a knowledge-based, ontology-centric
security management system is created to support the
process of driving technical controls based on informal,
high-level policy statements, but this does not go far
enough. We propose a significantly different mechanism
that takes advantage of the fact that in the network defense
domain we already know many of the questions and policy
issues a priori, and we postulate that by using semantic
analysis we can help guide the ontology induction process,
and increase the ontology quality in the AOG process. For
example if we use policy, security assumptions, and the
known queries (questions) that security analysts use to
monitor system integrity, we might improve the process of
using unsupervised ontology induction from using these
and other corpora to seed the AOG. Using an iterative
process we should be able to increase the quality of the
ontologies and increase the level of situational awareness
within the CC environment.
We can also automatically synthesize ontologies that
accurately represent the desired state of the system, and
via comparative analysis (and through the use of causal
agents) bring the system in line with this view, thereby
enabling automated configuration management. In a
similar fashion we could also auto generate ontologies for
other items of interest such as malware signatures that
might not yet have been seen and we could then use them
to detect the presence of that malware using ontologybased comparative analysis.
The AOG capability will allow us to bring a significant
improvement to the time critical aspect of cloud selfmonitoring mechanisms. The emergence an AOG-based
autonomic cloud defense will enable a system that is
flexible and adaptive by leveraging the content and
context rich information that can be manipulated using
ontologies. It will also allow the system to rapidly and
dynamically react to new situations by integrating a
number of additional, possibly heterogeneous resources.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
Failure to protect the cloud will not result in millions,
but in billions of dollars in damage. To protect against this
threat we need to act quickly to start designing intelligent
defensive systems that can minimize these damages.
In this paper, we identified several key security risks
that the CC paradigm introduces and proposed a general
solution to help mitigate some of these risks. Our solution
includes using the concept of computational intelligence in
the form of an automated intelligent agent-based data
collection mechanism that monitors data streams, services,
network devices, byte code and machine language
execution coupled with inference/ontology-based real time
analysis which creates a novel autonomous course of
action reasoning capability. Moreover, using the ability to
auto re-generate the ontologies that form the basis of the
analytical process, the system will be able to automatically
adjust its defense posture so that it can immediately reason
over new data as it is being processed within the Cloud.
Because an ontology is like a person’s frame of reference
– shaped by the data and experiences that created it, we
will be able to go much farther and faster to provide
adequate security for CC if we increase our efforts to build
and share libraries of ontologies.
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